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An expedition 
across 48 States
By Nukey Hov



Who is Nukey Hov?

My name is Manouk Hovhannesian. I’m an entrepreneur

from Philly who is taking a cross-country trip in late

March, 2019. The trip will be blogged via Instagram,

YouTube, and my website using a GoPro, drone, and an

iPhone X. I’ll be traveling in my 2012 Nissan Rogue across

the 48 continental states for the remainder of the year.
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Road Trip Roadmap
My mission is to promote positivity and the courage to chase
your passions while maintaining a healthy and active lifestyle!

I’ve mapped over 1,400 potential destinations on Google Maps, which is 
available upon request. Included in my stops are museums, mountains, 
deserts, lakes, architecture, tourist attractions, ghost towns, State Capitol
buildings, and many others. I plan on living out of my car and editing
videos at coffee shops. I’ll be touring over one hundred large cities via
bicycle and capturing this footage on my GoPro, along with aerial footage
with my drone. This content will be featured as a series on my YouTube
channel.

I’ll post daily updates to my main Instagram feed, story, and Instagram TV. I’ll update my website daily 
with gallery photos and blog entries. I’ll also be a member at Anytime Fitness with daily workout posts 
and check-ins across country.
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Ride along with me!

I’d love to have you involved in a partner
relationship on this exciting journey! I’m
working with brands like yours to promote
your message and reach thousands of
enthusiastic followers. 

I’ll explain the opportunities over the next few slides. 
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Bumper Stickers/ Vehicle Decals

My vehicle will showcase all social media handles, the website, and a 
short description of the trip. Drivers across 48 states will see the 
handles and its partners’ logos.

You will have a unique opportunity to showcase your brand as a decal 
or bumper sticker and reach thousands across country.
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T-Shirts

I will be wearing printed t-shirts daily during the entirety
 of this trip. This includes city tours on the bicycle, outdoor
activities, museum visits, and filming sessions. 

The shirts will showcase all social media handles, the website, and a
short description of the trip. 

You have a unique opportunity to reserve a spot for your brand for 
public exposure throughout the journey.
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Instagram

I’m very active on Instagram, focusing on organic growth
and gaining 4,000 followers over six months. My
following continues to grow rapidly through daily content
posted on live feeds, stories, the main feed, and IGTV. 

You have an opportunity to be featured in sponsored
posts, both video and photo, with myself as an ambassador
to promote your brand with enthusiasm.
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YouTube

I am growing my YouTube base by posting weekly videos of
city tours around the country. These videos are shot with a
GoPro Hero 7 and DJI Spark drone. Videos of outdoor
adventures will also be posted in raw format.

You have an opportunity to display your brand during the intro to each 
video in my “city tours” series.
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Packages
There are many ways to get involved as a sponsor! By 

sponsoring, I will work with you to promote your brand and 

create organic content that resonates with my audience.

Full-Time Explorer

5K
Roadtripper

4K
Shotgun Rider

3K
● 3’’x11.5’’ vehicle decal
● Logo printed on t-shirt
● (2) Sponsored IG posts/ week 

for the length of trip
● (1) Instagram post/week on 

main feed for length of trip
● Logo displayed during intro of 

YouTube “city tour” videos
● Logo on website

● 3’’x11.5’’ vehicle decal
● Logo printed on t-shirt
● (1) Sponsored IG/ post week 

for the length of trip
● Logo on website

● (1) Sponsored IG posts/ week for the 
length of trip

● (1) Instagram post/week on main feed 
for length of trip

● Logo displayed during intro of 
YouTube “city tour” videos

● Logo on website
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Packages
(cont’d)

Internet Explorer

3K
Hitchhiker

1.5K
3”x11.5” Vehicle decal

OR
Brand printed on t-shirt

Creative Mind

In-Kind
Custom packages in 

exchange for products, 
services, or a weekly 

stipend

● 3’’x11.5’’ vehicle decal
● Brand printed on t-shirt
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Are you ready to join?
Please visit my Instagram @nukeyhov, my YouTube channel at 
www.youtube.com/nukeyhov, and my website at www.nukeyhov.com to view the type of 
content to be expected. You can reach me directly through any of these outlets. I’d love to 
start a partnership with you and help promote your brand during my journey!
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